
Cohesion between Paragraphs

The topic sentences introduce each paragraph.

Adverbials link ideas to create cohesion.

Good arguments have cohesion.

Cohesive devices guide a reader through an argument.

Remember

L.O. Identify sentence openers for argument texts, including adverbials of manner.



Adverbials tell us how, when, where and in what order verbs happen.

Adding ideas

Using a wider range of Adverbials

They also help to link sentences and paragraphs in other ways.

also

furthermore

moreover

Summing up

overall

in conclusion

Contrasting

on the other hand

instead

in contrast

Showing a 
result

as a result

therefore

consequently
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Adding ideas

Using a wider range of Adverbials

also

furthermore

moreover

Summing up

overall

in conclusion

Contrasting

on the other hand

instead

in contrast

Showing a 
result

as a result

therefore

consequently

as a consequence

They are good for formal, non-fiction speaking and writing…

They are useful in creating cohesion.

like debates and arguments.

in summary



Adding ideas

Using a wider range of Adverbials

also

furthermore

moreover

If you want to add more ideas, you might link
them to your point like this…

Also, CCTV cameras can make people feel uncomfortable.

Furthermore, detentions waste the time of everyone 
involved: students and teachers.

Moreover, many people consider that mobile phones are 
essential for safety.



Using a wider range of Adverbials

If you want to show a result, you might link it to 
your point like this…

As a result, crime has dropped.

Therefore, detentions are not effective.

Consequently, mobile phones have helped many people 
who have become lost or stranded.

Showing a 
result

as a result

therefore

consequently



Using a wider range of Adverbials

If you want to show a contrasting idea, you might 
link it to your point like this…

On the other hand, cameras cannot actually stop crime.

Instead, students could be assigned more useful tasks like 
helping younger pupils.

In contrast, mobile phones can cause accidents by 
distracting users when walking in the street.

Contrasting

on the other hand

instead

in contrast



Using a wider range of Adverbials

If you want to sum up your argument, you might 
link it to the rest of your argument like this…

Overall, cameras cause more problems than they solve.

In conclusion, detentions have no purpose and should be 
abandoned.

In summary, mobile phones are an essential part of daily 
life and should be allowed in schools.

Summing up

overall

in conclusion

in summary



What’s the difference between a fact and an opinion?

Let’s read the text. Can you identify any sentences 
or language that have been used to present 
opinions as if they were facts?



e.g.

 Everyone knows that...

 It’s a fact that...

 Surely everyone can see that...

 The truth is...

 Clearly...

 Obviously...

Could you present an opinion as if it were fact?

You could use one of these examples or one of your own.





Task 1

Your task today is to read through the argument text.
Then, using two different colours, highlight those
sentences which are opinions and those which are 
fact.

You may need to do some research to find the truth!



Task 2

Your second task is to decide which of these topics you
would like to write your balanced argument on.

You are more than welcome to come up with your own
but please choose a topic that could be argued on both sides.

Using bullet points to organise, note down three reasons for
and three reasons against your chosen argument.


